Notes And Quotes
July to December – 2018
What is your job?
Assist humanity. This can and is done in many different ways, as the circumstances suggest. I
most often help by offering a perspective to other Guardian Angels, who ask me for an opinion.
ArchAngel Michael – 2018 07 July
True power is voluntary acceptance.
ArchAngel Michael – 2018 07 July
Lucifer, who is not the evil entity humans have painted "him" to be.
ArchAngel Michael – 2018 07 July
How do you respond if someone prays to you?
M: I answer.
8. How do we know it's you?
M: Trust yourself, to then trust me.
ArchAngel Michael – 2018 07 July
Why are so many women believing they are a AA wife about to have a baby and need to ascend
quickly?
M: The human urge of motherhood combined with the attraction to the ideal male personality
for a mate and father.
ArchAngel Michael – 2018 07 July
As a human you are not present in the fourth or fifth dimensions. There are three in general, you
occupy the first, other physical beings occupy the second and non-physical occupy the third.
First dimension also known as third dimension = 3 (d w h) = humans perceive (d w h)
Second dimensions also known as the fourth dimension = 3 (d w h) some extraterrestrials
Third dimension also know as the fifth dimension = 3 (l w h) all souls
d=distance, w=width, h=height, l=location
ArchAngel Michael – 2018 07 July
The Flying Spaghetti Monster isn't a thing ... or is it?
We laugh out loud and order spaghetti, with meatballs. Anything imagined, exists. How much it
exists independently or in the human imagination or solely inside the human thought, are
different things.
Good Reader Questions – 2018 08 July
Everything vibrates, from atoms and their subatomic particle components up to the largest
object you can imagine.
Good Reader Questions – 2018 08 July
When you raise your vibration, it simply means you employ what YOU believe to be a nobler,
benevolent and caring thought.........You can and should defend and protect yourself but you can,
may and even should also have benevolent thoughts for that person and his soul. We do not say

her soul, for so few human females do this.
Good Reader Questions – 2018 08 July
Science and spirituality are the same thing.
Good Reader Questions – 2018 08 July
Shouldn't those guys (Extraterrestrials) be non-physical to our layer of reality given that we can't
interact unless the creature intentionally lowers the frequency of its body to bleed into layer number
one?
Correct
Good Reader Questions – 2018 08 July
Humans, the species called homo sapiens in biology or anthropology, are not evolved or
descended from animal species which existed on Earth before approximately one thousand
centuries ago. Homo habilis and homo erectus are these first humanoids. Cro-Magnon and
Neanderthal are other modern human names for them.
More ET Q – 2018 10 July
The civilizations from the planets which revolve around the stars we have named Canopus,
Arcturus, Sirius and the Pleiades cluster are the main "culprits" or contributors (DNA). The
remaining ones we have no names for, they are not the "A" team or front line observers,
protectors and custodians of Earth. They are from our star cluster, the immediate area out to
about 250 light years surrounding Earth, all members of the regional coalition, conference or
federation.
More ET Q – 2018 10 July
What physical, mental, and emotional traits did they seek to engineer in humans?
Changes to skull shape, brain size and nervous system and to include the adaptability to the wide
variety of Earth climates and environments. This involves the ability for hair, skin, features and
size to adapt to the environments. Tall for flat lands, shorter for mountainous, darker skin for
more sun, etc.
More ET Q – 2018 10 July
The Roswell [New Mexico, USA] incident.
The Committee says, late 1930s in the reported location. They're not giving me a specific year,
they say we will enjoy opening that gift ourselves as we open the hidden files humans are told do
not exist.
More ET Q – 2018 10 July
You mention that one activity is creating and reading/consuming literature. How is this literature
composed?
The same way we do it, with their - or our - imaginations.
Does it take different forms, and what kind?
Yes, video novels are common. What we call movies, but they are a combination of written and
visual and also telepathic components. Remember, our alien ET cousins are telepathic
communicators.
More ET Q – 2018 10 July
Most civilizations do not reproduce the way humans do, so the races is different and enjoyment

cannot be compared between them. Just as we cannot say if this is the same for most Earth
animals, who generally dedicate less time to reproduction or even courtship. The difference with
humans is emotion and expression, and this is heightened quite a bit among many ET
civilizations.
More ET Q – 2018 10 July
Urban areas protection: The force fields are electromagnetic barriers, which disrupt the chemical
compounds or bodily components in the bodies of specific creatures, but do not affect others with
different chemicals or amounts.
More ET Q – 2018 10 July
Nearly everything alive on Earth is evolved from and a descendant of something planted or
seeded here.
More ET Q – 2018 10 July
The moringa (Morena) plant (Mothman) however the plant they brought is not an analgesic, but rather a
super-nutrient rich food for repair and restoration.

More ET Q – 2018 10 July Comments Patrick
The creation was very much function over form. The alien extraterrestrial visitors who created
humanoids looked nothing like either any current humans, or early humanoids before current
humans, not any of you then a thousand centuries ago, or now. Appearance was not a care or
consideration.
Reader Q & A Human Origin– 2018 11 July
Is the "migration out of Africa" theory of humans wrong?
No.
Reader Q & A Human Origin– 2018 11 July
No mental limitations were structurally installed. Telepathic ability was also unaffected, humans
have learned speech and writing and steadily set aside telepathic ability, which is a latent talent
Reader Q & A Human Origin– 2018 11 July
There is no guarantee offspring will resemble their biological parents or grandparents, this is an
effect and result of the hybridization process of including DNA from a dozen or more races.
Bear in mind always, appearance and preferences are the result of habit among humans. The
creation and later upgrades were function based, with little regard for form, shape or
appearance.
Reader Q & A Human Origin– 2018 11 July
On other ET planets, are there ETs which have evolved from plants but have abilities to move, have
intelligence and are self-aware?
Yes.
Reader Q & A Human Origin– 2018 11 July
Music and songs...are these universal among the ETs?
Universal among non-physical beings, i.e. among our souls. The existence among physical beings
is simply the soul manifesting what it always has, likes and does anyway, where no physical body
is involved.

Reader Q & A Human Origin– 2018 11 July
Are there ETs and non-physical beings which are involved in the creation / constructions of planets
and solar systems etc.?
Yes.
Reader Q & A Human Origin– 2018 11 July
The smallest intelligent physical beings reach a mature size of approximately human children of
age three to five.
Reader Q & A Human Origin– 2018 11 July
Did the Big Bang actually happen? And was there anything before the Big Bang?
Yes to both. You have more questions about this? Please offer & ask them.
Reader Q & A Human Origin– 2018 11 July
Australopithecus:
It is another variation of initial alien ET created humanoid and the timeline to which you refer is
wildly inaccurate and far too long in the past of Earth timelines.
Australopithecines: Entirely created by alien ET visitors. They are not the product of evolution.
Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July
The DNA mixture, modification and design changes were made in two ways; one to adapt the
newly-to-be created beings to the environment by altering the DNA structure and latticework, to
include the traits necessary for certain size, strength, stamina in the environmental conditions.
Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July
Humans have today identified variations and deemed them species, when race is a far better
description, in current human language use.
Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July
Cro Magnons and Neanderthals are generally regarded as two totally different species within the
genus Homo--and they were by no means the only hominin species present on earth 100,000 years
ago.
Yes, they were the only humanoid species and they are two versions of the same process. A
Chevrolet and a Pontiac.
Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July
The Committee says that the hybridization, or genetic upgrade of existing humanoids (presumably
Homo Erectus, since Homo Habilis appears to have gone extinct over 1 million years ago)….
There were no humanoids on Earth before a thousand centuries ago. Only simians, and what are
now called sasquatch, big foot or yeti are evolved from them.
….occurred about 100,000 years ago all over Africa. Just Africa?
Just Africa, initially.
Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July
The different species humans today wish to identify as separate and manifesting along different
timelines and intervals of Earth history, are simply variations of the first humanoids created
simultaneously.
Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July

It is not accurate to say Neanderthals went extinct; they did not reproduce with the same DNA.
When the upgrade decisions to DNA were made and applied, this was done to the ovoid and
spermatozoa, so that their offspring would be the upgraded version. When the previous
humanoid with the now obsolete DNA died a natural death, so did their type.
Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July
How many times have extraterrestrial visitors intervened in our natural evolution?
Twice, in macro terms. The individual interventions have been in the many thousands, as part of
each process. The initial creation was not an intervention; the narural evolution of all other
existing species was left intact.
Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July
Sasquatch or Yeti are a naturally evolved species on Earth but they do not travel through dimensions,
more like between them.
Evolution IS intelligent design.
We're very different and have not (yet) evolved to the point to where sasquatch or yeti have gone.

Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July Comments Patrick
The creation of humanoids was followed by a mining period of about three decades. At that point, the
hybridization began, where DNA was upgraded or changed

Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July Comments Patrick
Humanoids not simian, have been on Earth for about one thousand centuries. The assumptions humans
have "evolved" are not correct.
Once DNA had been altered in fertile parents and their "new" offspring born, the previous DNA
disappeared when those parents died a natural death.
The upgrades and development period lasted about three centuries, then humans were deemed
sufficiently educated in the factors of their new environment and were left to develop on their - on our own. A prime directive was put in place and we have been left to develop without direction, management
or supervision.

Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July Comments Patrick
We have demonstrated repeatedly that as a group, we will not handle well, across the board contact with
visitors from outer space.
Because it will give us NO benefit to have a planet wide mass freak out, we who might want to see aliens
ensure we will not.

Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July Comments Patrick
We elect and re-elect leaders who keep the same pattern going, because they are focused on a lot more
than alien ETs, a subject which will not secure more power, wealth and control for the leaders.

Human Origin and Evolution More Readers Q & A– 2018 13 July Comments Patrick
The pace and intensity of geophysical events will not be materially more acute, however there will
be more shifts in human thinking, behavior and expression.
The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July
Humans display still, what we have described several times before; a habit, often automatic and
assumed without examination or introspection, that a reacting person bears nearly no
responsibility for her or his reaction. S/he seeks to place this responsibility, the credit or the
blame, upon the speaker by way of assumed popular attitudes. This is the default human
perspective, and is incorrect. It is undergoing a shift, change and modification. You own your

reaction; you cannot buy, sell or exchange it or give ownership of it to the speaker and
simultaneously maintain control of the dialogue. You can control your ideas, and you can express
them. You likewise control your reactions.
The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July
When humans begin to consistently enforce rules of behavior yet encourage free thought and
expression, so will The Shift be complete. It is about this. This is the axis upon which events now
turn, across the galaxy.
The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July
You have incarnated on Earth to remember who you are. …...Your thoughts create your reality,
as instantly as you wish it to be. Your thoughts likewise dissolve your reality, by your sole choice.
You cannot conceal your thinking, as no other soul conceals thoughts from you.
The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July
Why is the desire to control surroundings a challenge?
Because you can and have achieved limited physical success, however humans do not easily
recognize or accept that often it cannot be done. This is the opportunity to examine reactions, not
just to have them. Most humans express them only, and do not consider the reasons.
The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July
Memories are clues towards learning examination of preferences before circumstances reveal
them. Follow these clues.
The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July
What Shift-related changes will humans experience as events continue to unfold?
Current distractions, so vigorously pursued by so many, will fade from interest in large
ways......... We also say, the emphasis placed upon material possessions will fade, as concerns for
image and reactions also drop far lower on the rungs of the human societal ladders they now
dominate.
The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July
Many humans have blocked their ascent to the top of the stairs with obstacles constructed of
pride, self-esteem from possessions, anger, frustration and physical pain & pleasures.
There is nothing inherently wrong with possessions, or creating them. This exists all over the
galaxy and always will.
The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July
Limited resources to either purchase or make items will cause many to no longer be produced.
Faced with these constraints, behaviors then thoughts will change.
The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July
Do our alien ET visitor cousins have greater or lesser desire for material goods?
Far less. Function prevails over form or subjective preference, to a great, great extent. Wealth is
having the mind become as sharp as possible.
The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July
Alien ET cousins: There is no money or anonymous form of physical value exchange, what you
call cash. There exist things you would consider to be similar to money as humans now employ,

however there is transparency for all who wish to see the amounts.
The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July
In the lifetimes of the many of you reading these words, you will see these ideas take hold on
Earth, at least the initial stages of the process.
The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July
Phase II into III: Ash in the atmosphere from volcanic eruptions, will take effect on atmospheric
temperatures and sunlight intensity.

The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July Comments Patrick/TC
Believe what resonates. If you feel you are not sure, "…asking other sources will only add data and
confusion. These may be valuable to you, satisfying the urge to calculate, measure and analyze however
at what point do you establish belief?" replies The Committee.

The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July Comments Patrick/TC
Schedule of upheavals
Phase 1 1990 - 2013 3 years of calm to 2016
Eartquakes, volcanos, twisters, floods, hurricanes
Phase 2 2016 - 2023 2 years of calm
Ash dust in upper atmosphere, less sun affecting synthesys crops, growth. 3 seasons of growing
affected. West coast earthquakes heralds the start of chain reaction.
Phase 2 into 3.
TC: Ash in the atmosphere from volcanic eruptions, will take effect on atmospheric temperatures and
sunlight intensity.
Phase 3 2025 2027-2032 Pole pre-cession, transport disturbance, international trade affected
2032-2047 Localization of commerce and trade, community reliance, state(prov.) and feds basically
operating legal and judicial rule, 2nd dimension (fourth dimension) being made acceptable
End of upheavals;
TC: When humans begin to consistently enforce rules of behavior yet encourage free thought and
expression, so will The Shift be complete.
Current distractions, so vigorously pursued by so many, will fade from interest in large ways. We refer to
much of what is considered entertainment or a pastime. We also say, the emphasis placed upon material
possessions will fade
Population reduction 3.5 billions over 40 to 50 years (2016-2066)

The Shift Checkpoint– 2018 20 July Comments Denis
Could it be [that] "answering" [is] just a matter of choosing to know the subject of the question "in
my mind" and then know and transfer the relative answer?
Yes, because you open your mind and offer it.
Time Questions and Answers– 2018 23 July
You count them (days). This is time. Where there is no sunrise, no sunset, no compulsory phases
of starlight and darkness, there is no pace or rhythm which requires numbering.
This does not mean there is no sequence, it only means there is no artificial number line humans
have assigned. The occurrence of new things is expansion. Expansion occurs across the surface of
your sphere, every increasing in size, always perfectly round and symmetric. Each new thing
expands it, as if a newer layer were added.
Time Questions and Answers– 2018 23 July
Knowledge, activity and movement of your soul - your true existence - are best described as
expansion. Sequences of events occur as part of a matrix cube, not a line.

Time Questions and Answers– 2018 23 July
You can go anywhere and as each point, turn, reversal, stop then start is made, the cube expands
to the extent you move to a point not previously reached.
Lines can be imagined between each point, however the cube matrix is not stationary, where you
move within it; you are in place and everything moves around you. This is how your
extraterrestrial cousin visitors cross what are seen as massively long distances. They do not move
across the distance, everything is moved relative to their position.
Time Questions and Answers– 2018 23 July
You can do this also.
You simply do not know it yet, and do not believe it.
We cannot know your position until you choose it. Your creation of a question is no different than
moving from one physical place to another.
Time Questions and Answers– 2018 23 July
You are where you think yourself to be, on Earth as an incarnated human, and you enjoy the
delay mechanism in the process.
Time Questions and Answers– 2018 23 July
It occurs to no soul that time exists, for a creation can be dissolved as quickly as it is made, or
even faster.
Time Questions and Answers– 2018 23 July
All existence is permanent, in the memories of the souls who participate. Much as you can show a
book to anyone who wishes to look and read, can participants in a creation display it to any soul
who does not participate.
Time Questions and Answers– 2018 23 July
Deterioration of the physical record, on Earth with humans, erases the memories because the
subsequent humans did not participate and have no reference.
Time Questions and Answers– 2018 23 July
The matrix is the real configuration of a soul's experience, expansion, existence and growth. It is shpere
shaped and there are no lines with pre-agreed directions which have been artificially labeled.

Time Questions and Answers– 2018 23 July Comments Patrick
Your existence is not a course of study, with intermediate requirements or criteria, for advancement to
subsequent levels.

Time Questions and Answers– 2018 23 July Comments Patrick/TC
Spacecraft: They are monobloc design and production. Consider a combination of what on Earth
are called plating and powder coating. The vessel is created this way from metal alloys in both
powder applied and plating processes, in layers.
ET Spacecraft– 2018 26 July
The hull shell structure requires approximately one thousand layers and is approximately 2
centimeters thick. Yes this means one layer of powder metal and plating are approximately 0.002
cm thick.

ET Spacecraft– 2018 26 July
Titanium, magnesium and aluminum are parts of the process but there are other materials and
metals unknown on Earth.
Doors and hatches are made of identical materials in the same process, held in place by internal
artificial atmospheric pressure pressing outward.
ET Spacecraft– 2018 26 July
Understand and accept that magnetism and gravity are the same force.
ET Spacecraft– 2018 26 July
Magnetism is electricity without wires (versus electricity, which is magnetism with wires) and manifests
more easily in certain materials which conduct electricity.

ET Spacecraft– 2018 26 July Comments Patrick
Is there a way to generate enough physical force without a mechanical device or bodily movement? Yes,
although not common. This ability works far more effectively from the fifth into the fourth and third
dimensions.

ET Spacecraft– 2018 26 July Comments Patrick/TC
Moving or controling physical object with mind
The youngster has no belief barriers to overcome however also does not have the capacity to
understand the need and purpose of employing this ability. Much as youngsters readily accept the
presence of non-physical beings where this same precise ability & behavior in adults is deemed a
symptom of mental disorder.

ET Spacecraft– 2018 26 July Comments Patrick/TC
Humans have incarnated to be humans, not set aside the conditions, constraints and parameters of
human life. The mind movement ability was already available prior to incarnation and will become a
normal ability again

ET Spacecraft– 2018 26 July Comments Patrick/TC
Practice free speech, which few among you do. Free speech is the unpopular idea, the issuance of which
is staunchly defended by those who disagree strongly.......Free speech still means for many humans, my
idea which I consider newer, should be adopted by you, and it should replace your idea which I deem
older and not as good. Discard your idea and replace with my newer one.

ET Spacecraft– 2018 26 July Comments Patrick/TC
Your level and the dimensions within - length, depth and height - have these physical parameters,
and they also exist but differently in the next higher or fourth range of dimensions, which also
have the length, depth and width components humans perceive, but above this, at your soul level,
there is no distance. Only location.
Alien ET Written Communication– 2018 02 August
How far is required for the alien ET "signal (telepathic)" to be lost?
It varies among civilizations, generally several to dozens of light years. The loss of signal
receptivity, when humans are concerned, is limited by humans' vibration level, not the alien ET.
Alien ET Written Communication– 2018 02 August
With the technology to travel between stars and galaxies, come spiritual understanding and
advanced communication of the telepathic type. These components are never separated, and are

the reason we say so often, there are no malevolent ETs near Earth. It is not possible to hold
nefarious intent yet travel to other stars
Alien ET Written Communication– 2018 02 August
(ETs) written code is structured much as humans do it, but with numbers. Humans use symbols
in place of them, calling them letters........Alien extraterrestrial civilizations do the same however
the symbol represents a number. Between civilizations, the numbers have been agreed, so
symbols can be translated by replacement, instantly.
How many symbols?
Typically one hundred are recognized on an interstellar level.
Alien ET Written Communication– 2018 02 August
Why one hundred?
It is a good easy number, as you discovered with the adoption of the decimal system. Each leaner
focuses on the ten principal symbols of each group, and eventually learns all one hundred.
.....this is like numerology.
Which shows that letters are replacement symbols for numerical values. This is why
numerological analysis of language lines up, for any Earth tongue.
Alien ET Written Communication– 2018 02 August
The numeric values behind the symbols are encoded, read and used to determine the equivalent
symbol. Humans do not yet recognize or acknowledge the numeric value, but through what is
deemed intuition. The numeric value is what achieves congruence or dissonance, what makes you
instantly like or dislike something. No analysis is conducted by humans; the users of such written
codes learn the numbers, memorize their own symbols and learn to use electronic translators for
written information produced by another civilization. Humans call this feeling but its basis is
numeric.
Alien ET Written Communication– 2018 02 August
Have human books been translated and read by alien ET civilizations?
All of them. Yours has become very popular.
Alien ET Written Communication– 2018 02 August
The reactions of humans in general to news of aliens is also widely distributed. As we have told
you, in the minds of many a human, alien extraterrestrials are a topic of similar seriousness to
that of zombies. This view is cause for great laughter and comedy in many an alien civilization.
A popular joke is the equivalent of this: what is the difference between a human and a zombie?
Nothing.
Alien ET Written Communication– 2018 02 August
Absent paper. Humans migrate to this process now, with display screens and portable ones.
Principally pop-up holograms are used. To read a book, as you would say, involves this. A
hologram displays the "words" the symbols which hover before the reader.
How does writing get done?
Much as humans have developed dictation software, however no sounds are received, or
converted to electromagnetic energy. The electromagnetic energy is already in existence with the
thought, so the writing machine is turned on and tuned to the user.
Alien ET Written Communication– 2018 02 August

Hologram pop-up e-books.........it projects a three dimensional, moving hologram video of the
princess sending a message to Obe Wan Kenobe? Books are presented and read just like that.
Alien ET Written Communication– 2018 02 August
Star and solar systems are but larger versions of atoms. The atom itself is the great divide
between rotation of triangles to produce its form and shape, and larger components which are
not the effect of rotation.
4 X 3 Quantum Theory– 2018 04 August
It is easy to believe the proton and neutron inside an atom are solid, and they are spherical to be
certain, however they are the appearance of the movement of the triangle which rotates through
four equidistant stop or turning points.
Slowing the triangle to a stop, or increasing one's vibrational speed to the same pace as the
triangle follows, either will allow it to appear stationary. In this way it will be noted the three
points or corners of the triangle are also made up of what appears to be a smaller sphere, itself
formed by the rotation of a smaller triangle within, across four stop or turn points.
This means each point of the triangle takes its turn moving to the next corner. Corner 1 moves to
stop point 2, corner 2 moves to stop point 3, corner 3 moves to stop point 4, then corner 1 moves
to stop point 1 and the cycle repeats continuously. Doing so in the opposite order or direction
reverses polarity.
Heat is generated by agitating atoms, and touching some to others causes the faster ones to
increase speed of the slower ones. Electricity is the effect of the force which drives the rotating
triangle sphere (RTS) to move its corner from stop point to stop point.
The force increase will cause an electron in orbit to jump to the next atom and in turn, bump an
electron already there to the next atom beyond, and so forth. This is electricity.
Magnetism is the jump of electrons without physical conductors to follow.
Gravity is the attraction of two objects. Jumping off any higher surface to a lower one
demonstrates this, and magnetism is simply the effect of transmitting electrons after the force
between the atoms exceeds the force inside which binds the election in orbit.
Below this threshold, the effect is known as gravity, above the level of force necessary for electron
bumping, electricity or magnetism result, depending upon the conductivity of the material.
Because gravity is a function of mass not conductivity, size is the apparent determinant of
gravitational pull. All solid objects are held together by this subatomic energy, and the crystalline
structure of the object, determined by the configuration, is what holds together the many atoms
and molecules which form the object. The object in turn exerts force as one, as long as its atoms
& molecules remain bound together, in physical connectedness.
Rupturing an atom releases energies which otherwise exert a mild effect when connected in
stability. The effects are atomic breakage you have learned well on Earth, at the macro level. This
is a powerful force; the effects of gravity, electricity and magnetism are very mild, even at their
most powerful level and do not compare to atomic rupturing.
Your minds operate with this same energy, and thoughts are the cause and effects. This is why
minds can shape physical objects and even all reality, and do. Observe your current
surroundings; they exist by human mental agreements and presence, because the same energy
which comprises and forms human thought, is the energy of the sub-, sub- and subatomic

components of atoms.
4 X 3 Quantum Theory– 2018 04 August
It is your human choice to join ideas, or impose a common set of beliefs everyone should follow.
This last part is the greatest challenge faced by all participants; to what extent should rules and
sanctions be maintained, reduced or increased? Should free will not also include the ability to
ignore the rules?
Cooper Q and A– 2018 08 August
Free will does encounter collective restraints and rejection, depending on the issue.
Cooper Q and A– 2018 08 August
Abortions on Earth now, are currently approximately half agreed by the incoming soul, half
against that soul's preference........The free will of the expecting mother to terminate the process is
met with deep disappointment as much as acceptance. It is accepted however, as the mother's free
will reigns supreme.
Cooper Q and A– 2018 08 August
Over the longer term, fertility will decline among all humans although it will not be noted until
after the process has been underway for some time.
Cooper Q and A– 2018 08 August
The more aggressive the actor, the less likely s/he wishes to become a victim of it.
Human Peace and Agression– 2018 09 August
The majority of humans do not truly believe they are capable of halting the violence, yet they are
members of the same groups which teach and perpetuate the violence.
Violence which erupts among and between humans based on emotions, is taught and learned.
Human Peace and Agression– 2018 09 August
Humans become more peaceful by teaching it (being more loving and kind), both through
example and actively, just as violence is taught by example and also actively, affirmatively.
Human Peace and Agression– 2018 09 August
Interstellar travel capability does not develop in a civilization which has not reached a level of
spiritual understanding...........They (a traveling civilization) will not come away from the contact
with a technologically less developed society of beings, without energetic effects upon themselves.
Human Peace and Agression– 2018 09 August
If you disturb another person's home, life or well being does this have any possibility to trigger
remorse or regret? There are the socio- or psychopathic members of mankind who can do this
without concern or worry of what they do. This is a life plan contract for them. The majority of
humans cannot cause such strife or harm in the life of another and simply shut off concern.
Human Peace and Agression– 2018 09 August
No two humans conceive a set of cells which shall develop to the stages of fetus and beyond
without a soul already having agreed to this with both parents-to-be.
There is no human alive without a soul, and we offer our regrets to fans of zombies everywhere.
Babies in the Womb– 2018 11 August

Typically the soul takes up residence when the baby has grown to the point of limb movement
and change of physical position, but this is the typical, not absolute decision.....Baby movement
during a pregnancy is the incoming soul trying out the machinery..........because a pregnancy is
terminated, the entering soul's expectation is also terminated.
Babies in the Womb– 2018 11 August
As she sleeps each night, her guides, the incoming soul's guides-to-be, who are already chosen
before the incoming soul has even agreed a life plan and place among humanity, the soul itself
and the father all confer. Often, other incarnated souls and their guides also join the meeting. If
the decision to end the pregnancy is made, the disappointed soul understands however as often as
this happens, the disappointed soul does not agree.
Babies in the Womb– 2018 11 August
The decisions about who - which soul - will incarnate are made by the souls of the already incarnated on
Earth, all the Guardian Angel Guides, both potential on those deployed and already on-duty.

Babies in the Womb– 2018 11 August Comments Patrick/TC
There is no such thing as an evolved or not evolved soul. The proper description in human English is
experienced with incarnation....
There is no waiting or time, all incarnations occur simultaneously. The human Earth time illusion and
distortion of true existence make lives seem sequential

Babies in the Womb– 2018 11 August Comments Patrick/TC
The proclivity, tendency, likelihood or probability of an addictive personality is however, a most
definite & certain choice. This trait is never haphazard or accidental.
Addiction– 2018 12 August
The lessons are generally threefold, to face the challenge of saying yes or no to the initial
opportunities before addiction can set in, to make the effort to manage other aspects of life
during the addiction phase while the desire to abandon addiction has not yet occurred and
thirdly, the decision to reduce and stop the use.
Addiction– 2018 12 August
Guardian Angel Guides may help to the extent a soul acknowledges three things: the existence of
guardian angels, a belief help is possible from them and lastly and most importantly, the human
soul wants the help.
Addiction– 2018 12 August
The human habits, the mental anticipation and after effects, such as mood, ideas, regrets,
satisfaction, fear, lust, anger, rage, submission, resignation, concern and many others which
accompany the use of drugs, do not always fade quickly. These can linger for a certain phase of a
soul's return to Heaven, despite the utter absence of physical need or effects.
Addiction– 2018 12 August
Do addictions cross over bleed through to other lives?
No, never. If this condition exists in one incarnation or another, this happens because the soul
intentionally brings it into both.

Addiction– 2018 12 August Comments Kim/Patrick

If a longtime addiction is overcome in one life would that experience / lesson be considered finished
forever?
This depends on the soul, from the perspective of that soul at home in Heaven. What is completed in any
single lifetime or incarnation can be set aside permanently as a well ticked box, or can be pursued for
the experience inside new circumstances

Addiction– 2018 12 August Comments Kim/Patrick
How deeply destructive does an addiction retard or block spiritual growth?
The question assumes addiction achieves this; there is the possibility the addiction IS a desired spiritual
growth experience. Mass murder, rape, embezzlement and many acts considered criminal can also have
this aspect

Addiction– 2018 12 August Comments Kim/Patrick
If there were no slit in the shield, what would appear on the photographic film?
Nothing. The shield will block the light. The observer's energy affects the light direction and
velocity, not the film or shield.
Double Slit Experiment– 2018 13 August
That you the human observer can see the light or the effect of the light reaching the surface beyond the
slits means the light reaches you............
If you are aware the light exists, you have an effect upon it.

Double Slit Experiment– 2018 13 August Comments Patrick/TC
Your mental energy, which is your soul and your mind - not your brain - radiate, as do all living things, all
souls and all existence. There is interaction and effect......
The confusion has been, is the light behaving like wave or a particle? Wave energy passes through a
substance, most obviously in water.

Double Slit Experiment– 2018 13 August Comments Patrick/TC
Because the energy of your mind acts upon one and many things, just as does the energy from a stone
dropped into water, does not mean they are inherently different. They simply seem different, because
humans cannot easily see separate quantum particles

Double Slit Experiment– 2018 13 August Comments Patrick/TC
As we view and hear the news or regard one another, how we regard it/them, matters. We influence
everything. Knowing we are energized beings how we regard, or how we perceive all has
consequences/influences.

Double Slit Experiment– 2018 13 August Comments Linda
When your Guides are following your instructions, nudging you towards acting according to the
plan YOU created, approved and chose to put into motion, you will feel urges, attractions,
feelings of desire to act that often seem to come from no source, no place and no origin. You can
feel at a loss to explain why you feel almost compelled.
Another way this happens is you feel completely natural in pursuing it, so it seems as normal and
natural as breathing.
Quick Reader Question – 2018 18 August
The decision to contract a disease which can be either fatal or restrictive, is made with intent to
pass through the experience under the illusion the condition was arbitrary or contracted through
negligence or ignorance.
The value of human life, both to its possessor, loved ones and friends, and the general public in
the case of someone more widely known outside these smaller groups, brings everyone aware

together to reflect upon suffering, compassion, redemption, forgiveness and loss.
Disease, Cure, Life Plans and Free Will – 2018 19 August
Male birth control: this already exists, however abstinence is deemed unpopular. The decline in
birth rates will make this a moot point collectively
Disease, Cure, Life Plans and Free Will – 2018 19 August
One might surmise from this post, that our “Medical Complex Institution(s)” are suffering from a
“Pecuniary Infection” (that a bit of Cranberry Juice won’t cure).
Seems we’ll collectively need to apply a topical energetic “salve”, to “solve” this equation.
The Hippocratic oath can easily become the Hypocritic oath when dollars and cents mean more than a
healthy empathetic sense.

Disease, Cure, Life Plans and Free Will – 2018 19 August Comments Tim
It's OK to put oneself before "others" where that means pursuit of one's interests not harmful or
deceptive. Dislikes or feelings of being offended are neither harm nor deception committed by someone
else, but rather reactions chosen & owned by the people feeling them. Pursuit of our interests is what
makes the world go 'round.

Disease, Cure, Life Plans and Free Will – 2018 19 August Comments Patrick
The pyramids were built by extraterrestrial visitors entirely, using anti-gravity or gravity
neutralization devices. As we have explained before, magnetism and gravity are essentially the
same force, gravity the effect from what occurs inside an atom, magnetism the effect outside the
atom, in certain materials which are conductive and have other atomic structural properties.
Egyptian Pyramids – 2018 19 August
Extraterrestrials have never withdrawn from Earth, humans have chosen to receive and initiate
less and less contact. Visitors to your planet Earth who come from other planets and sometimes
galaxies, have cloaked, covered and concealed their presence in precise proportion and
coordination with the fade in human interest.
Egyptian Pyramids – 2018 19 August
The three main, largest pyramids at Giza were alien ET constructed before the end of the Atlantis
civilization, about two hundred centuries ago.

Egyptian Pyramids – 2018 19 August Comments Patrick
The purpose of the chambers was to take advantage of pyramid power properties, for preservation and
power concentration & transmission. The pyramids served as markers and transmitters, and still do, to a
degree............
The pyramids used to be covered with polished stone and gleamed almost like mirrors. Only a small
amount remains atop the largest.

Egyptian Pyramids – 2018 19 August Comments Patrick
Any of us can "master" channeling as soon as we remember that we've already "mastered" it and that no
mastering is involved, required or indicated.

Egyptian Pyramids – 2018 19 August Comments Patrick
How detailed is soul planning?
It is as detailed as the soul prefers, and this level of detail is often determined by the other souls the
life contract involves.
The role of Guardian Angels & Guides ensures these experiences and encounters are met as closely as
designed, and that other experiences and encounters do not interfere, prevent, improperly expand or

otherwise materially distort the key life experiences.
Free will trumps all plans, and each soul confers with her & his guides as often as required to review
the planned route and progress, to tick the boxes and examine development, choosing continuance,
deviations, short term change, adjustments, removals or additions. Nothing is fixed unless it is chosen
to be fixed.
Life Plans and Events Reader Questions – 2018 19 August
How important is the selection of body and the body's appearance when incarnating?
It is part of the planning process, as each soul expects this to be significant or necessary to her or his
life.......thus planning to give relatively significant importance to the reactions of others to his or her
appearance, this is part of the attraction of physical incarnation.
Your existence as an energetic soul cannot provide this experience; you can make your appearance be
anything you prefer or you may, as often as not, remain as a point of light.
Life Plans and Events Reader Questions – 2018 19 August
Do some souls come in to have a particular appearance or body?
Yes. To feel rejection is more valuable than acceptance, and to have one then the other, can show how
rejection of appearance is always self-rejection first, which is then learned by the rejectee to be a
statement other humans make about themselves,
Life Plans and Events Reader Questions – 2018 19 August
Marriage is a human institution, a human created social convention. The decision to become a mother
without a mate is chosen to deliver insight and experience into the human behaviors which humans
sought to manage through creation and adoption of the marriage institution.
Life Plans and Events Reader Questions – 2018 19 August
How do you know you are at a pre-planned marker in the earth realm?What are the signs?
The signs are a sensation of familiarity, often strong, that the person, the several people, the place or
experience is or are natural, already known or automatically understood, even as conscious memory
is unmistakable; you know when experiencing these sensations you have absolutely never been in this
spot or situation previously, yet you feel as if you know it as you do any place you're certain you have
been many times.
You have been to this place, in your planning and your dreams.
Life Plans and Events Reader Questions – 2018 19 August
Human life teaches pursuit of positive, avoidance of negative. Little is learned with this approach,

Life Plans and Events Reader Questions – 2018 19 August Comments Patrick
Your co-workers are the ones inside their little world, and because they do not see what you do, they
describe your broad, galaxial and other-worldly perspective as a "little world", because they do not see
it; they are transposing the limitations they have erected around themselves, onto you.

Life Plans and Events Reader Questions – 2018 19 August Comments Patrick
Russia is not a danger or threat to the USA; Russia pursues its interests and opportunities without
regard for USA approval or concern for conflicts. It does not aim for USA conflict but is also not
concerned with the USA's reaction.

Life Plans and Events Reader Questions – 2018 19 August Comments Patrick
The group humans have named the Illuminati are not a criminal organization, committing acts
against humanity, as you ask, or against individuals as that would serve Illuminati interests.

They have done ethically questionable things, from the point-of-view of a purist, but not to be
criminal as an objective or goal.
Trump, Illuminati and Putin – 2018 20 August
If we are just IUCs(Individual units of consciousness) and this is a virtual reality, then we could be
part of an experiment to see how far artificial intelligent can go in believing it's alive.
Yes, yes and yes. Reality is not physical, and is not defined by physical perception. Humans exist
inside physical constraints, and thus use a definition also from inside these limits.
Reader QandA – 2018 21 August
What is consciousness anyway? How can you define it?
Consciousness is existence, including non-physical. Ideas and thoughts exist; they're not physical.
Reader QandA – 2018 21 August
What does "alive" mean outside of this paradigm?
It's not a paradigm. Alive means biologically functioning, to humans. Alive really means nothing,
because everything is.
Reader QandA – 2018 21 August
You are your source. Yes. Your mind is with you, and you are not yourself without it. Your reality
can change as much, little or often as you wish. What changes as you grow is the knowledge this
is possible.
Reader QandA – 2018 21 August
Toe pain is part of the reality you have created and joined. You expose yourself to knowledge; this
decision is not made for you but rather by you.
Reader QandA – 2018 21 August
I have shared knowledge to others and get blank stares from them. They are not ready to receive I
believe!
They are open and have chosen you to be the catalyst, to be the one who walks into the open door.
The blank stares are their choice, responsibility and benefit. They have chosen first exposure by
crossing your path
Reader QandA – 2018 21 August
Are we part of an ancient type of computing system?
Yes however it is not ancient. There is no age where there is no time.
Reader QandA – 2018 21 August
Is it true there are no accidents just experiences?
Yes, however there ARE accidents inside certain virtual realities you create both individually and
collectively. The occurrences are very much seen as accidents, because that is the plan, intent and
reason.
Reader QandA – 2018 21 August
Is life just a vacation from eternity as a soul?
Yes and no; not a vacation as humans understand this. Human life is a floor of the structure, a
brick in the wall and a drop in the lake of existence.
Reader QandA – 2018 21 August

It is impossible to understand in this state I'm sure!
Impossible for whom? The State of California?
Reader QandA – 2018 21 August
If the detail you seek is provided, to whom else shall such information be given? It could be said
this only involves the dead. To that we respond, none of you is ever dead, incarnated or otherwise.
My Uncle Died – 2018 23 August
It could then be argued, this information only relates to someone long dead, with no
consequences for anyone alive. That is both true and not; if there were no consequence of
curiosity, the question would not be asked.
My Uncle Died – 2018 23 August
........do spirits or gags ever worry or get stressed like how most humans do during the average day
Very different for any and all of us in the energetic realm. It's not at all like Earth, but it is not free of
emotion & personality, either.

My Uncle Died – 2018 23 August Comments Scott2/Patrick
How come the Dogon people (a tribe that lives in Mali) knew of the Sirius A and B
(and it seems also C) ?
The Sirians have shown them. The Mali group of people, what you call Dogon, did not have a
central authority many of you reading this have formed yourselves and named government, to
whom they would reflexively turn and require explanations, investigations and answers. They
had also not learned to distrust the unfamiliar and had not taught one another to fear it.
Sirius – 2018 30 August
The technologies which might allow humans to perform these examinations (interstellar travel )
from Earth will not yet be handed to humans, who would find intermediate uses for this, many of
which might be considered nefarious.
Sirius – 2018 30 August
No alien extraterrestrials are involved with involuntary abduction or permanent removal of
humans from Earth, against the will of the soul who chose this. Which we wish to emphasize, this
is extremely rare where a human abandons Earth alive.
Missing in USA National Parks – 2018 01 September
Says The Committee: Alien ETs in the "neighbourhood" (i.e. over the UK) to create a crop circle, and
intentionally exposing & revealing their ships, over Trump's course, because they know very well the
attention their appearance receives. Arcturans.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6136563/Four-UFOs-spotted-flying-presidents-Scottish-golfcourse.html

Moon Lauches – 2018 03 September Comments Patrick/TC
Atlantis was initially damaged by experiments or tests, where intense amounts of light were directed into
the ground.........
The final destruction was a meteor impact, attracted to the location by the gravity & electromagnetic
effects of the tests or experiments.......
Atlantis was destroyed, collapsing beneath the sea because of the massive impact..........This occurred
about 200 centuries ago.

Atlantis – 2018 07 September Comments Patrick

When the Steaks are high, the mediums are rare.
Well done....
Said the vegan

United Public Radio – 2018 16 September Comments Tim
Oppressors like to Oppress, To Press. To engage Pressure Points, to make their point.
Oppressors hate the abilities of others to Press (their point).
Deeply dislike for others to have the confidence (& or ability) to point out a different "point of view" of
their own.
The Press isn't just called the Press because of the invention of the "Printing Press", it's because the
design was (& still is) to "Press" certain issues into public view and to "check" a runaway offense of an
"offensive oppressor" (think full court press in basketball).
Oppressors, aggressors, transgressors FEAR reverse pressure.
They fear it so much, that sometimes they "blow a gasket" trying to suppress (or contain) the pressure.
That's when shit hit's the fan.
However, they don't have shit nor fans in the non-physical, so just be cool & chill.
Ain't nobody (that has no body) is trying to get all up in your business.
Does that clear up what TC was trying to say.
What TC was trying to convey, today & everyday?

As The World Turns – 2018 24 September Comments Tim
The shroud of Turin
The Committee says, human science does not yet recognize this effect, as the human soul and the
energy involved are not yet recognized or acknowledged in a scientifically accepted way.
It is a similar effect they say, to where we can see what is called a ghost in a photograph, but not with
the human eye which observed the simultaneous scene when the photo was taken. Light photons
stimulate a chemical reaction, and this was conceptually similar to what happened to the cloth as
Christ's soul switched to & from his comatose body.

As The World Turns – 2018 24 September Comments Patrick/TC
We are all natural channelers and telepathic communicators. Our GAGs will take us towards
anything we choose to see; interest is the only ingredient we need supply; awareness will follow
and our GAGs will make certain of this. Imagine an existence where everything is available to
you, the only requirement being awareness of it. The universe and our energetic souls have
potential access to so many things, it is correct to say it is endlessly varied. The only requirement
we need supply to the process as souls, is our interest and desire for awareness. Once given, it is
received.
Consuming News – 2018 01 October
Sexual assault crimes:
I would report it. But I have a personality that could withstand it, because I am a Bitch Goddess from Hell
with anger issues. How many women are lucky enough to have my sparkling personality? ;)

Consuming News – 2018 01 October Comments Lorri
In and throughout Heaven your home, you will all again see the completely voluntary nature of
existence, interaction and activity. In this environment, management of others is not needed or
even possible.
The Deep State – 2018 02 October
As humans come to learn about other physical beings from elsewhere in the Milky Way galaxy,
and eventually from Andromeda and other galaxies, it will be seen how the natural, ultimate
development of the nation state occurs on a planet wide scale. Associations and agreements

flourish between planetary civilizations, yet the physical distances and technologies represent the
last remaining barrier impossible to overcome in the physical dimensions humans can consider
the third and fourth.
The Deep State – 2018 02 October
Humans now experience for the first time across the three civilizations (Lemuria, Atlantis, now)
which have developed since your creation, the notions and application of voluntary interaction.
Japan and Germany were the final examples of a physically forced way forward which has died
forever on Earth.
Inside this current development, there exist ongoing managers who transcend the elective cycles
and leaders which come temporarily to the front of them.
The Deep State – 2018 02 October
The desire of our GAGs to prevent human nuclear detonations on Earth, resulting in mass death, is self
protection of & for THEM. The mass departure of hundreds of thousands to millions of souls
simultaneously, sets loose energy effects which reverberate throughout the galaxy and universe.

Thank You Readers – 2018 11 October Comments Patrick
Do our alien extraterrestrial cousins have public policy discussions, i.e "politics"?
Of course, this is a necessary condition of any sovereign society.
How about you angels, souls and energy beings?
Even more than physical beings of the 3rd and 4th dimensions.
Alien Politics – 2018 24 October
If there were no money, there would be so much less to justify human activity.
To the contrary, we can say with certainty, other and more rewarding, more fulfilling activity and
interactions would come to replace what occurs now with, for and in pursuit of money.
Alien Politics – 2018 24 October
That's like saying there's no God in Heaven.
That is right, there is no God in heaven, God is all of you and by this fact, part of and among all
of you. Sit vis vobiscum, sit vis nobiscum.
Alien Politics – 2018 24 October
The public press is quite different among telepathic beings; to restrict knowledge of another's
thoughts requires two elements, and we refer to physical beings with telepathic communication as
their principal personal method; physical separation and also agreement of both sides, the sender
and the receiver.......
Physical barriers which create electromagnetic fields can be used, effectively blocking the
transmission.....
It is also quite possible to shut down one's thinking by replacement thoughts
Alien Politics – 2018 24 October
Can their thoughts be blocked to you, an energetic being?
No, however their GAGs will ask us, if the GAGs believe this beneficial...............
Can a pundit lie as sometimes happens among humans?
Yes, however not successfully.
Why?
The deceit is carried along with the thoughts; like food in a wrapper. These cannot be separated.

Alien Politics – 2018 24 October
Is public disobedience of rules common?
No but yes; we say yes because the telepathic nature of communications means disobedience
becomes majority dissent very quickly, thus a new election is held and the rules modified or
discarded.
Alien Politics – 2018 24 October
Leadership very much wants to suppress effective means of self defense while maintaining it for
themselves. This allows lesser dissent, less popular or general referenda and more legislative
power in the hands of the leaders. In the many places where such leadership remains self
appointed, which we mean to say power is simply seized by force and maintained by threat, this
operates plainly. We suggest Russia and China as examples.
Alien Politics – 2018 24 October
The struggles, arguments and discrepancies surrounding violence, harm to others and
implements to carry out the acts, are the early stage of eventual realization that your minds are
the weapons.
Alien Politics – 2018 24 October
There are no long term or permanently placed representatives of alien extraterrestrial
civilizations on Earth. Interstellar travel capability allows visits to be achieved in a matter of
hours
Zeta Reticuli Interaction – 2018 07 November
Perception is what matters; not measurements. Ask a polar bear if zero degrees centigrade are
cold for it, or if twenty five centigrade are warm enough.
Zeta Reticuli Interaction – 2018 07 November
Do we have souls from [that] planet incarnated on earth at this time?
Yes, of course but previous incarnations are largely blocked from current memory access, by
each of you by your own decision.
Zeta Reticuli Interaction – 2018 07 November
You can't go there as a human so you cannot notice any difference which could be translated into
human terms. Death goes to the 5th dimension directly.
From the 4th looking back at the third we seem slower, less solid and generally unaware of
existence of anything beyond ourselves.
Zeta Reticuli Interaction – 2018 07 November Comments Patrick
November, the eleventh month,the eleventh day, is 2 + 0 + 1 + 8 = 11

11 / 11 / 11
It will be a big day,especially because 11 + 11 + 11 = 33, a REALLY important master number.
Expect big things to begin, to reach their apex, peak or summit or to
be revealed and/or seen in very different, unique and NEW ways.
11 November 2018 – 2018 07 November
Everything about all humans is normal; some among you choose less common or less typical

traits, behaviors, characteristics and attributes, which is a normal thing to select. These choices
are done with specific purpose/s.
Brain Surgery – 2018 09 November
Your brain is no more your personality, knowledge and essence of your soul than the engine,
wheels and transmission of an automobile are its operator.
Brain Surgery – 2018 09 November
Is there a way to actively train this part of the brain to become even more receptive?
No, reception is never a challenge however recognition and acknowledgement this occurs, often
are. Humans doubt channeling, and are generally skeptical of thought energy transmission.
Brain Surgery – 2018 09 November
Energies don't attach, other souls and even spirits come visit. Yes, souls with dementia often
"take breaks" and depart the body, just as is done during a coma or deep sleep. Why is it freaky
to have a soul look back? This is done as often as humans look at each other; you're being
observed all the time, 24/7.
Brain Surgery – 2018 09 November Comments Patrick/TC
Learning to channel is learning to separate ego and personal preference, which is not difficult to
achieve.
Acknowledge ego and opinions, with consideration given to the possibility OTHER thoughts will
also arise which do not match up or align with personal preferences and proclivities. A little time
and practice make the differences stand out very obviously.
Brain Surgery – 2018 09 November Comments Patrick
There are no past or future lives until the human timeline is imposed; only alternate routes truly
exist. Thus bleed through is common; there is no requirement to draw from the past, because
what the human calendar says should be in the past or future is available now.
Brain Surgery – 2018 09 November Comments Patrick/TC
The apparent schizophrenic person who speaks to, sees or hears people and things others cannot
perceive, is tuning into a range of vibration all of you humans may access, but choose not, for the
majority or totality of your lives.......In the cases of many schizophrenic people who end their lives
intentionally, it is a planned event.
Brain Surgery – 2018 09 November Comments Patrick/TC
In many cases, the long need for sleep originates not in the body but in the soul, and in these
cases, human mind prefers shorter visits with and using the incarnated body.
Brain Surgery – 2018 09 November Comments Patrick/TC
Why a soul would remain resistant to Heaven, even though a body has died; the simple answer is
a successful incarnation. The soul so well embraced the physical limitations of that life path
journey, s/he finds loss in the departure of these sensations and experiences, and remains among
the familiar.
This is normal and expected, nearly all humans and animals do this; it is a condition and
requirement of plant life.
Crossing Over – 2018 10 November

There are no fractured aspects of a soul; this does not exist. Fractured behaviors of humans when
seen against the preferences of the majority of humans, yes indeed there are, but never is a soul
fractured in this or any other way.
Crossing Over – 2018 10 November
The reason such soul is encouraged to depart the Earth environment is opportunity cost; so many
other great things are happening in its other simultaneously occurring incarnations, not to
mention at home, that costs of remaining are far too high, in what these costs incur against the
enjoyment of universal existence.
Crossing Over – 2018 10 November
The human idea that stages and phases are required, are necessary and ideal does not translate to
the dimensions from which your soul comes to journey across Earth.
Crossing Over – 2018 10 November
Such spirit formerly involved, can seem to human ideas as a victim negatively and badly affected
by the event. This is generally the opposite from the human ideas, as negative as the event really
was in human terms. The subject of a beheading by guillotine, or a shooting or an avalanche,
might wish to remain aboard Earth where most humans would believe this crazy
Crossing Over – 2018 10 November
Grounding: place your bare feet upon the soil or sand and think of energy entering your body
from Earth and also being sent from you through your body into the Earth.
The more often done, the more your belief will increase and this will increase good effects.
Grounding – 2018 15 November
Telepathic communication between physical beings essentially ensures free speech. Humans have
recognized the vast and permanent benefit of its use, however because speech - interbeing
communication - still requires a physical component, be them hands, eyes, ears or vocal chords,
the ability to interrupt the physical aspect remains possible among you.
Alien Conflicts – 2018 27 November
Allow free speech; upon hearing what you find distasteful, ungrateful, wrong or nasty, be
appreciative of the ability to say such things, or ignore such things or respond if you believe it
helps the listener of your different point-of-view.
Alien Conflicts – 2018 27 November
Telepathic abilities
No, abuse will not be a problem, you all have Guardian Angel Guides who will prevent this from
happening. They and we will not interfere with the target of the selfish abuse, but will curtail a
communicator with ill will UNTIL their target learns to simultaneously detect bad intent. Good
triumphs over evil, and the detection will follow very quickly and balance and equilibrium will be
achieved better than now exists with word & symbol communication.
Next Post – 2018 28 November
Consider that greed does not exist, for it does not. Then it need not be defeated; invisible enemies
exist only inside you, where you have complete control to make them disappear.
Next Post – 2018 28 November

Eliminate poverty
It is possible and the quickest also, to allow those with many things to keep them, and increase
what others have & possess, simultaneously. This lifts everyone, just as control and domination
lower everyone to a similar level or equality. Choose higher or lower; humans have chosen lower.
Next Post – 2018 28 November
Sleep paralysis
In some people at some moments, the return to the body of the soul, which is the re-engagement
and re-connection if the mind to the brain, occurs faster than wiring connections can be reestablished. We refer to the human body nerve network. The plug cannot be inserted into the
outlet as quickly as the human would like......There is nothing wrong, bad or negative about this
effect. To the contrary, you who might experience such brief, temporary phenomenon to start
your day, are a somewhat special and unique soul.
Sleep Crystal Paralysis – 2018 28 November
Crystals amplify your energy and add their own, to create a harmonic blend. If you believe it will
help, it will. The degree to which help will be felt, turns precisely and proportionally on need and
misalignment. If you feel little to no improvement from a crystal, its good effect was not as
necessary as you suspected.
Sleep Crystal Paralysis – 2018 28 November
Narcissism: Accept it, even if the ideal solution is distance. Change never another person, only
your reaction, made in your best interest. Explain it, without criticism, to the issuer of the
personality traits disliked
Narcissism – 2018 29 November
Regional Galactic Conference
The diameter of approximately five hundred light years, is approximately one half of one percent of
the diameter of the galaxy. As you can appreciate, it is not a large regional conference but itself is a
member of such a coalition of the galaxy's quadrant.
Annual Potpourri – 2018 04 December

Our universe is a bubble that stretches more than 13 billion light years from the point of origin.
TC: Essentially correct
Annual Potpourri – 2018 04 December
Does the same God create and dominate all different universes?
TC: You are God, each of you individually, thus collectively. All souls in all 9 universes are
connected in this way.
Annual Potpourri – 2018 04 December
One thing I've learned through years of reading The Amendment is that thinking and knowing are two
distinctly different things!

Winding Down – 2018 05 December Comments Renie
Since you're shelling out BIG BUCKS to your own(Guardian Angel and Guides), you can ask them to get
to work for you and believe me, they will do it happily.

Winding Down – 2018 05 December Comments Patrick

You are God now. The connections, matrix and web of links among & between all souls incarnated or not - are God. There is no patriarchal figure with control, handing out favors
and/or punishments for disobedience or following "his" words & command. That's the human
view of say, a benevolent dictator or king, transposed (imposed?) to suit human points-of-view
and/or experience.
One Last Reader Q & A Before Sleeping In The Cave – 2018 30 December
Incarnation
First of all, nobody ever does it because of need or urge. It's done as a happy adventure; the
suggestion of "need" never enters the equation.
One Last Reader Q & A Before Sleeping In The Cave – 2018 30 December
Our souls NEVER see incarnation as a task, duty, obligation or chore that "needs" to be done.
Either one chooses not to do it, ever (and there are souls in Heaven unaware of incarnation) or
s/he and we jump in with all three feet.
One Last Reader Q & A Before Sleeping In The Cave – 2018 30 December
When our bodies die, we re-discover what we always are, seeing once again how the solid and
permanent connections we all have to one another, are what simultaneously create independence
and autonomy.
One Last Reader Q & A Before Sleeping In The Cave – 2018 30 December
There is no ability to hold authority over anyone, because they hold the same connection to you.
What might be imposed over and upon you against your will, encounters your same ability to
impose upon others, if you so choose. Why? Because connections are permanent; there is no such
thing as escape. You can't get away and neither can the would-be tyrant. thus, there are no
tyrants, impositions, fear of flight or pursuits.
One Last Reader Q & A Before Sleeping In The Cave – 2018 30 December
Incarnating on Earth however, provides a chance to play king & overlord or subject & victim.
We are not re-absorbed back into anything. There is no Borg Collective. Our individuality is
enhanced, not reduced, when our bodies die.
One Last Reader Q & A Before Sleeping In The Cave – 2018 30 December

